
Spiritual Intelligence Report: October 2, 2022

Spiritual Warfare Topic:

What Is The Endgame?
Cliff Notes from the Book: Endgame, by Dennis Behreandt

Depopulation
- Eugenics
- Killing fields of 20th Century
- You will own nothing and be happy…
-Malthusian thinkers(follower of Thomas Malthus-UK, 18th
Cent)>>Margaret Sanger>>birth control>>eugenics (sterilization, mentally
ill, etc)>>precursor to Hitler’s genocide
Rockefellers/Harriman/Averell/CFR/J Huxley/UNESCO/
T Turner/Cousteau/J Goodall/Gates/Winfrey/Soros/Buffet
(all supporting depopulation agenda (UN and WEF))

Secular Perfection

-Darwinian Secularism



“They” (elites) look at us as the “basket of deplorables”
-”They” want to improve the race of man…to perfect us
-Charles davenport- “weed out defectives”
Book: Heredity in Relation to Eugenics (1911)

John Keynes>>UK>>Fabian Society>>Spread Socialism worldwide

Rockefellers/Standard Oil/Bushes..Nazi support/eugenics

>>National Socialism>>Post war connections continued the eugenics
movement in America and elsewhere…
“This is not a left–right fight, it is human vs anti-human…
Example: UN conference, 1974, on Population  Growth, US represented by
Casper Weinburger (Repub) and Gen William Draper (neutral?) BOTH
PARTIES SUPPORT THIS MOVEMENT

John Von Newman(1950s) (greatest math guy?): coined the phrase
“technological singularity”
Scientist Stanley Ulam worte of Von Newman’s phrase:

“The “technological singularity,” as since developed as an idea  and a
prediction, references the point at which technology not only surpasses
human biological existence,  but either absorbs or consumes it.  The idea
of a singularity supposes and predicts  a post-human future.”

What are the elites truly after?
“Humans can be made better. But, increasingly (and possibly almost
exclusively) the means to transcend mere heritability. Proponents of
modern doctrines of human perfectibility are now in a hurry. They do not
want to wait for new generations of Americans to result from manages
breeding solutions–they want to engineer perfection today, for themselves
if possible.”

Their Goal: Singularity by 2030
Bio-digital perfection
Hive minds



Artificial intelligence
Ray Kurzweil
UN-Agenda 2030- “they plan to perfect biodigital convergence, the
“perfection” of the human species by merging it with technology”...

Results: implanted virtual headsets, wearable computers all connected to
the singularity.
These elites (with all the money)  expect to radically expand their lives, or
even preserve them indefinitely ( a new functional immortality, if you will,
but guess what?
Man becomes immortal without God….but by man’s hands.
Sound familiar? Fallen Angelic tech from the pit of hell if you ask me….

Transhumanism (Secular Immortality)

-Construction of anthropomorphic avatar robots-artificial bodies, “the
mental control of an avatar”, creation of a fully artificial equivalent of the
human  and a study of human consciousness and the possibilities for its
future embodiment in a non-biological substrate”.

Anthropomorphic: having the form of man
Substrate: A surface on which an organism grows or is attached.

Nick Bostrom, Dr. Collins, Fauci et al, cast of usual characters:
recording, surveillance, biometrics, data mining>>tracking all of us and
what’s inside us (all part of the transhuman model)

M. Zuckerberg, E. Musk, P. Theil, R. Kurzweil, J. Bezos,S. Brin, B. Gates:
pay attention to what they’re doing (they represent the evil elites and all
their buying power)

“Ties from scientific community to Biden Admin:  “world’s largest companies
and wealthiest oligarchs are pursuing immortality research…that fact is
centrally important and colossal ramifications for the future of human
societies–and even the future of human existence…”



Dr. Carrie Madej:, Human 2.0:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/LDfqN0W8Iv8B/

Consequences

- Family unit erosion
- Immortality without God?
- Post human species (destruction of the Image of God?)

My comment: These fallen angel/demoniacs are stuck here. They want to
travel the universe, so they’ll do anything to rid the earth of us and takeover
and control a post-human world….

Who are These Things?
Celestial: “Abductions, Aliens, Portals”: https://youtu.be/YgKYUqB2BWQ

Fallen ones, true angelic beings (bad ones)
- “millions and millions of people not only believe in these entities but they
love them”...
“They are powerful”...
“Water people, fairy nymphs…will return to public life”...
“Every nation will experience them”...
“Those who are unrighteous will be deceived and they will perish”...
“US is a land of loves and lust and does not honor the  Lord”...
“Those rising will shed human flesh”...

Prather: Great Reset (4th Industrial revolution) genetic manipulation/female
goddess worship
https://rumble.com/v1kuamn-trump-twitter-and-treason.html

Tech: 5G

https://www.bitchute.com/video/LDfqN0W8Iv8B/
https://youtu.be/YgKYUqB2BWQ
https://rumble.com/v1kuamn-trump-twitter-and-treason.html


They need 5G for:
- Speed
- Internet of things (including our own bodies)
-Will its frequencies be used for “killing fields”? Not clear
-Robert Kennedy, Jr: “it’s about controlling your life, marketing products,
and harvesting your data for Artificial Intelligence purposes”...

Future of 5G:
- Quantum computing
- Espionage
- Data stealing
- Complete controls over us (loss of freedoms and liberties)
RFK, Jr: “Governments will use the 5G surveillance system to transition the
globe to a totalitarian singularity more despotic than Orwell ever
imagined”...

Tech: implanted chips, facial recognition, surveillance, data mining>>all part
of the mix for the elites to control who they don’t kill off
(ever see a movie with mini-drones uploaded with facial recognition and
explosives to pinpoint who to kill?) Angel Has Fallen…
And yes, that technology already exists:
Ted Talk: micro drones:   https://youtu.be/TlO2gcs1YvM

“miniaturized AI drones with facial recognition, and the ability to penetrate
and kill anywhere.”

Tech: Artificial Intelligence
AI>>facial recognition>>micro drones>>
- Self-driving vehicles
- Autonomous shipping
- AI writing computer code
- Predicting chemical reactions
- International border controls
- Digital COVID certificates

https://youtu.be/TlO2gcs1YvM


- Human perceptual and motor abilities and superior reasoning powers
(Minority Report, Boston Scientific: https://youtu.be/fn3KWM1kuAw

Hans Moravec warned: “They could replace us in every essential task and,
in principle, operate our society increasingly will without us”...

Future: “If AI can replace 70 percent of the workforce on a permanent
basis, and it then continues to accelerate in its development, it will
ultimately displace all workers”...

Now you can see why they want to kill most of us off, they won’t need us…
Christians are the first block to eradicate….imho

Schaub>>WEF>>AI>>4th Industrial Revolution>>Job Loss>>Robots
replacing human workforce….ALL PLANNED!!! Are We AWAKE YET?

Musk: Calls ASI the “single biggest existential crisis that we face and the
most pressing one, and mark my words, AI is far more dangerous than
nukes. Far.” Yet, here we are.. Bostrom, Musk, Bezos, et all going full
throttle into AI….

What They Can Already Do…
Do You Love Me?   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn3KWM1kuAw
(watch)

God spoke: Thou shalt not have strange gods before me. Thou shalt not
make to thyself a graven image, nor the likeness of any thing that is in
heaven above, or in the earth beneath, nor of those things that are in the
waters under the earth. Thous shalt not adore them, nor serve them: I am
the Lord thy God, mighty, jealous, visiting the iniquity of the fathers upon
the children, unto the third and fourth generation of them that hate me”...

What more graven thing is there, what more likeness of any thing in heaven
can there be, that a superintelligent AI?

https://youtu.be/fn3KWM1kuAw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fn3KWM1kuAw


Tech: Nanotechnology

Bio-electronic interfaces/bio-chips/hydragel

https://rumble.com/v1kuamn-trump-twitter-and-treason.html
Control of everyone through biology
(neural links/brainwashing/sound-waves/frequency

Usages:
- Compound microtransporter with wirelessly controlled Archimedes screw
pumping mechanism
- “Artificial helical microswimmers”
- “Mind controlled nanobots”
- “Shape shifting molecular robots”
- “Autonomous biocompatible nanobots”
- “Human to machine communications (two-way)
- “Wireless connectivity to the human brain” (magnetoelectric
nanoparticles)
- “Biological and non-biological human hybrids”
- “The Matrix”: merging of the human mind via nanotechnologies
(nanoparticles, nano-encapsulated functional cores, nanorobotics)
Instantaneous software updates….in our minds…
- “Self replicators”: Stargate SG-1
- Digital Vaccine ID- to access goods, trade, banking, etc
(ties to social credit scores, behavior, etc - The China Model)

The Elites: given their long history of support for population control and
reduction and eugenics, along with the rising notion among the oligarch
class that some sort of significant life extension or immortality is possible,
there is little reason to think that they view the future as one that needs to
include the deplorable classes”...

BIo Stuff…

September 12, 2022, President Biden signed the “Executive Order
on Advancing Biotechnology and Biomanufacturing Innovation for

https://rumble.com/v1kuamn-trump-twitter-and-treason.html


a Sustainable, Safe and Secure American Bioeconomy”

Biden and the EO:
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/advancing-biotechnology-and
-biomanufacturing

Covid and Our Future

Are nanoparticles the backbone of the shot?
Are artificial bottlenecks coming from a centralized place?

I think yes…

We are witnessing: “A special elite minority with financial resources to
pursue their own perfection and to seek their own immortality here and
now, who believe the planet is overpopulated with “deplorables,” and who
believe, in contrast to the greater population of rabble, that they alone have
the knowledge to be “philosopher kings” and thus to rule”...

Is King Charles>>behind the Great Reset?

Tsunami of Death- Covid shots?

COVID: means to an end
Depopulation/Control of those left (it’s genocide after all)

We are definitely living in demonic times…

“They targeted the 65 and older crowd”…

“Facts depict the shot is dangerous”...

Pathways Ahead

- Deaths will continue due to the shots
- Choke points: food, gas, inflation, plandemics will continue
- Elites aren’t giving up on depopulation…

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/advancing-biotechnology-and-biomanufacturing
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/advancing-biotechnology-and-biomanufacturing


- Elites are “all in” to bring about the Great Reset”
- Biden admin” totally corrupted and “all in”
- Efforts underway to destroy the US Constitution (Art 5 Convention)

Without Repentance there is no future for America. We cannot survive with
two systems in this nation, The Corporatized District of Columbia” and the
Constitutional Republic (that we deplorables are part of)

A return to Kingdom Living requires a return to our pilgrim past..
Faith, Morality, Justice, Education, Liberty….

WE MUST RETURN TO OUR COVENANT WITH GOD!

Resources

Dr. Carrie Madej, Human 2.0:
https://www.bitchute.com/video/LDfqN0W8Iv8B/

Human 2.0 Is Almost Here: The Transhumanism Agenda Just Went
Mainstream: https://youtu.be/FsTYOqu3Tl0

Is anyone paying attention?

2 articles on Digital ID:

https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/digital-identity-mark-of-the-
beast.htm

https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/digital-id-vaccine-mark.htm

“The Plan to Turn You Into a Genetically Edited Cyborg,” “The Plan to

Turn You Into a Genetically Edited Cyborg,”

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/human-augmentation

https://www.bitchute.com/video/LDfqN0W8Iv8B/
https://youtu.be/FsTYOqu3Tl0
https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/digital-identity-mark-of-the-beast.htm
https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/digital-identity-mark-of-the-beast.htm
https://www.evangelicaloutreach.org/digital-id-vaccine-mark.htm
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/human-augmentation
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/human-augmentation
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/human-augmentation
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/human-augmentation


Advancing  Biotechnology:
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/advancing-biotechnology-and-bioman

ufacturing

Exposing the Darkness:

https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/transhumanism-nanotechnology-and

Chemical Castration anyone?
https://www.dailywire.com/news/chemical-castration-and-gender-affirming-c
are-can-be-synonymous-leading-transgender-health-association-says

Gene Editing: https://www.responsibletechnology.org/gene-editing/

Endgame-
Children of the Beast- William Ramsey
Prophet of Evil- William Ramsey
Interview: Justin Faull and William Ramsey
Link: ???

Committee of 300:
https://highlanderjuan.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/John-Coleman-Co
nspirators-Hierarchy-The-Story-Of-The-Committee-Of-300.pdf

https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/advancing-biotechnology-and-biomanufacturing
https://takecontrol.substack.com/p/advancing-biotechnology-and-biomanufacturing
https://lionessofjudah.substack.com/p/transhumanism-nanotechnology-and
https://www.dailywire.com/news/chemical-castration-and-gender-affirming-care-can-be-synonymous-leading-transgender-health-association-says
https://www.dailywire.com/news/chemical-castration-and-gender-affirming-care-can-be-synonymous-leading-transgender-health-association-says
https://www.responsibletechnology.org/gene-editing/
https://highlanderjuan.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/John-Coleman-Conspirators-Hierarchy-The-Story-Of-The-Committee-Of-300.pdf
https://highlanderjuan.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/07/John-Coleman-Conspirators-Hierarchy-The-Story-Of-The-Committee-Of-300.pdf


Prayer Points

-Heavenly Father, we see our enemy surrounding us in so many ways, yet
we know that through our love and faith in you, we are protected and
shielded from the darkness of this world.  We pray for increased shielding
and the presence of Your inner light in order to sustain us in the turbulent
times still coming.  Give us power and access to Your spiritual weapons to
fight off this evil presence who wish to harm the souls that belong to You.

Romans 8:31, KJV: What shall we then say to these things? If God be for
us, who can be against us?

- Father, protect us from the temptation to fall into the false trap of idolatry
regarding these fallen ones and their reach through technology and human
weakness to shape this world in “their image” and not Yours. We pray for
strength to withstand all their false idols, lies, and technocratric endeavers
to create immortality without God.  We know salvation can only be achieved



through the blood of the Lamb, and we ask you hear our prayer of thanks
for Your death and resurrection for our behalf.

John 14:27, KJV: Peace I leave with you, my peace I give unto you: not as
the world giveth, give I unto you. Let not your heart be troubled, neither let it
be afraid.

- Lord Jesus, place a wall of protection filled with your love, peace, and
calmness that will shield us from any and all the worldly darkness and
confronts us now and will accelerate in the future.  We pray for divine
guidance, spiritual weapons, and stamina to weather through all the
changes happening by this crowd of evildoers who are re-creating what the
Tower of Babel crowd attempted to do thousands of years ago. We lift up
our souls, our sacred faith in You and accept the peace of Your redemptive
powers in great anticipation of Your return and our salvation.
We offer up all our prayers in Your most holy name, Jesus Christ.  Amen


